HOW TO SORT LAUNDRY

1. Gather It All
   Get all of the laundry from every hamper in the house.

2. Separate The Piles
   - Towels and washcloths
   - Jeans
   - Sheets and pillowcases
   - Underwear and socks
   Sort the rest by color:
   - Darks
   - Brights
   - Lights/whites

3. Sort by Weight
   - Delicate lights
   - Delicate darks
   - Lightweight whites
   - Lightweight brights
   - Lightweight darks
   - Heavy whites
   - Heavy brights
   - Heavy darks

4. Combine Carefully
   If necessary to avoid tiny loads, wash similar colors of different weights together. (Ex: lightweight and heavy whites together, or all dark clothes together.)

5. Wash in This Order
   - Delicates that will air-dry
   - Jeans
   - Darks, then brights, then lights
   - Sheets
   - Towels
   - Underwear and socks*
   *Use bleach or vinegar

6. Put it Away!
   Fold and put away each load as soon as it comes out of the dryer.